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When we say CATALOGING...
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Survey results
What kinds of resources 
do you catalog?
⬗ Books
⬗ Equipment
⬗ Makerspaces
What are your top 3 
challenges when it comes 
to cataloging?
⬗ Time
⬗ Dewey call number
⬗ Subject headings
⬗ Finding existing 
records
What are your top 3 
cataloging resources?
⬗ Destiny
⬗ BestMarc
⬗ Library of Congress
⬗ OCLC
⬗ Library catalogs
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We’ll look at...
⬗ Free resources
⬗ Paid resources
⬗ Helpful tools
⬗ Makerspaces
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What can help?
 RESOURCES!
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The
FREE
9
OCLC WorldCat
&
OCLC Classify
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WorldCat
11
WorldCat
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OCLC Classify
⬗ Discover what call numbers other libraries 
have assigned
⬗ Discover subject headings assigned
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OCLC Classify
14
OCLC Classify
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Library of Congress 
catalog & authorities
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LC Catalog - saving records
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LC Catalog - saving records
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LC Authorities
19
LC Name Authority Record
20
LC Authorities - saving records
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Some fun...
Are you enthusiastic about cataloging? Go to 
LC Authorities, choose Keyword Authorities 
(All), and type in “enthusiast” to meet some 
other enthusiastic people
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Need more MARC records?
Colorado Prospector
OhioLINK
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Colorado Prospector
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Publisher websites
Scan an ISBN into a search box and get publisher summary and subjects!
Candlewick
Kids Can Press
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Wikipedia
⬗ Language families (Kinyarwanda)
⬗ Animals (ungulates)
⬗ Disambiguation of authors in LoC Authorities list 
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What is a 
hyrax?
Kinyarwanda
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Get summary, subjects, actors, directors, musical score writer, 
etc. for cataloging DVDs
Example: https://www.imdb.com/title/tt7689964/
IMDb
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⬗ One-stop shelf for MARC field help
⬗ Find codes for 041, 043, etc. fields
TLC Cataloger’s Reference Shelf
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CRS
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Juvenile Series & Sequels
⬗ 4,900 juvenile series
⬗ Browse by title
⬗ Subject heading(s) included
⬗ Numbering = important to your users
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Juvenile Series & Sequels
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Got manga?
Anime News Network
Summaries, subjects, upcoming series!
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34
35
36
The
PAID
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BookWhere by WebClarity
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Benefits of BookWhere
Batch download records from LoC
Affordable--Less than $200/annually 
Search records from libraries around the world--great for 
dealing with languages other than English
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40
BestMARC by Mitinet
Create new records
Search for records in other libraries
Clean/edit records from vendors before uploading into 
ILS
Create templates for quick cataloging
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Helpful tools
WorldPenScan
Google translate app
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Makerspaces
⬗ OCLC
⬗ UNT catalog
⬗ Product websites
⬗ Amazon
⬗ Article: Cataloging for Makerspaces, in the March/April 
2019 issue of School Library Connection
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Sphero record--check out data for librarians
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Final thoughts
⬗ Keep it simple--You don’t have to use all the fields
⬗ Create templates so you can catalog it quickly and move on
⬗ Mistakes are okay
⬗ Use any available resource
⬗ Print out/save example MARC records to refer back to
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Sources
All logos and screenshots from affiliated websites
All other images courtesy of Pixabay, except purple emojinal 
emoji (by Leo Reynolds (https://www.flickr.com/photos/lwr/) 
under a CC license)
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Questions?     
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Thank you!
Bonnie Hauser ~ bonnie.hauser@austinisd.org
Melissa Freiley ~ mbfreiley@yahoo.com
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